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The last time I was in this part of the country, I was participating in a major gathering of faculty and administrators from Lutheran Colleges and Seminaries at the Sittler Symposium at Capitol University. My most vivid memory of that conference was of a discussion I was facilitating in one of the breakout groups. I asked the group, which consisted of at least half seminary or theology professors, about their religious identity. Each one had no hesitation in defining himself as Lutheran (there were only two females in the group, and we were both raised Catholic), but many went on to add a particular modifier to that statement. For the most part, these referred to one of the smaller, ethnic church bodies that eventually merged their way into the ELCA. So one was a Danish Lutheran; another identified himself with the Augustana Synod. It has taken me years to learn that this is a typical characteristic of clergy from the Augustana Synod. It’s akin to alumni from Santa Clara University, my alma mater, or Gonzaga, or Marquette saying that they graduated from a Jesuit University. That’s the relevant piece of information. Catholic comes after that.

After that lively exchange, I then asked them what they thought their children, who were mostly young adults, would say if I asked them the same question. After a couple of seconds elapsed, the responses tumbled out in words and gestures. The basic theme: “I don’t have a clue.” If they did, what they thought their children would say wasn’t necessarily “Lutheran.” It was more likely to be “Christian” or to indicate their status as seekers, open to many different forms of religious expression. Now I don’t know how representative this little sample was, but the exercise did leave me wondering how the Lutheran Church was going to sustain itself if there is that kind of erosion of identification from a generation who has been centrally involved in the life and work of the Church to their own offspring.

How will the Lutheran Church retain its identity as an institution? Is the post-modern world also post-denominational? If the church itself is facing this kind of a challenge, which appears to me to be unprecedented in its history, what will the fate of its colleges be?

That subject has, within this decade, become a hot topic in the church-related higher education community. With the publication of Burtchaell’s “The Decline and Fall of the Christian College” and George Marsden’s The Soul of the American University, many within the mainline Protestant traditions have been left wondering if there is a viable alternative path for our colleges between the “slippery slope of secularization,” clearly the fate of many Methodist, Congregational, and Presbyterian institutions, to name a few, and becoming a “Christian” college—that is, one in which a “Christian worldview” predominates and all learning is subordinated to it. Or, we are wondering what that middle ground looks like and how to market it.

This question of how religious institutions maintain their identity has both academic and professional significance for me. I have lived my entire life except for a brief stint in graduate school within some kind of religious educational community (first Catholic, then Lutheran) and one of my fields of specialization is the sociology of religion. But this issue became dramatically more personal for me when I moved from being a sociology professor to academic vice president at CLU. And it was ratcheted up yet another notch when I acquired the title of provost not quite two years ago and, with it, responsibility for admissions—for creating and implementing a plan to attract students to California Lutheran University.

Who are those prospective students? Some come with a strong Lutheran identity. Many of them are our student leaders—the ones most active in helping us live out the vocation of a Lutheran college—but they are declining in numbers. Others are Lutheran by ancestry, but their ties to the church at the moment are rather tenuous. A significant percentage are Catholic; and another large chunk, to the extent that they are religious at all, are part of the amorphous Southern California religious culture in which the core elements are religious experience and community, not theology (confessional or otherwise). The key modifier or identifier they use is “Christian,” as in, “Are you a
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Christian? “Is this a Christian college?” I have to think about how we will market California Lutheran University to this group. That challenge is big enough. But it is enormously complicated by the fact that:

- having been channeled by their teachers, high school counselors and peers into California’s extensive public higher education system, we cannot assume that they or their parents (including Lutherans) understand and value—let alone are willing to pay for—private higher education.

- we cannot assume that, in their overwhelming concern about career preparation, they or their parents understand or value liberal arts education.

- and we most certainly cannot assume that they know what is essential or distinctive (or pretty much anything else) about a Lutheran college.

Unlike most of you whose founders had the wisdom to name you after the town in which you are located or to give you a name that’s an ambiguous Lutheran code word, like Augsburg or Concordia, we don’t have much flexibility in marketing ourselves. We’re stuck. We cannot avoid having to explain what it means to be a Lutheran university because it’s our middle name. We have to know what makes us distinctive and we have to communicate it to an audience that is relatively clueless. This is more than just a matter of marketing. I am convinced that we will survive and thrive to the extent that we know who we are, that we can tell our story in a compelling way, and that we live it out in our day-to-day encounters with students and with each other.

To make this even more personal, I have to be able to explain CLU’s “Lutheran-ness” not only to prospective students and parents but also to prospective faculty who must understand and preserve the tradition if we are to maintain our identity. I don’t have to do this nearly as often as presidents do; and, consequently, I haven’t had as much practice. But I’m highly motivated, and I’m not altogether lacking in resources. I had a decent theological education myself. In my formative years, I was a member of a Benedictine-affiliated religious community, and in recent years I chose to become a member of the Lutheran church for largely theological reasons which I can articulate. I have also had some excellent tutors along the way, some of whom are here in this room.

But, I have to tell you, when it comes right down to it, I often have trouble finding the words. The crunch for me, the most challenging situation, is in conversations with prospective faculty.

Picture the setting. I’ve never met this person before, and I have at most 45 minutes to cover an array of subjects and to get a feel for how good a fit he or she will be. It’s a virtual certainty that no one else they’ve talked to so far has brought up the subject of CLU’s Lutheran identity, except possibly to assure them that it won’t intrude on their academic freedom.

So I grab whatever I get for an opening. I’m really working at it, but if I’m not careful, I find myself defaulting to explanatory formulas that are seductively accessible, but pretty lame. More or less in order of frequency, I find myself using:

Definition by analogy:

- We’re not like “Christian colleges” (Pepperdine, Azusa Pacific) who have strict behavioral codes and require their faculty to sign statements of belief or pledges of practice.

- We’re kind of like Catholic colleges. All students receive theological education and worship is part of our community life, but there also is a strong intellectual atmosphere . . .

Or the ethnic approach:

- We’re an ethnic church, just like the Catholics. American Lutheranism is the product of the immigration of Germans and Scandinavians. Our heritage is primarily Scandinavian.

For the public radio crowd, there is a variation on the ethnic approach which relies on Garrison Keillor’s Prairie Home Companion: .

- Our property was donated to us by a Norwegian bachelor farmer.

Finally, there’s the last resort, assurance by innuendo:

- After all, the Lutheran church was founded in a university by a rebellious professor making a statement of academic and religious freedom...
So when I saw the question posed by our keynote speaker as “What is this thing 'Lutheran-ness’...?” with a promise of an answer that was “communicatable, learnable, something that a sensitive, perceptive, and concerned person can catch whether or not it is literally their tradition,” I thought, “Yes, I’ll get something useful out of this conference.” I’ll finally get the script—the words that have eluded me.

What I got from Tom Christenson’s presentation both did and did not meet my expectations. On the one hand, he offered a fresh take on the core ideas that define the Lutheran tradition. The fresh part for me was the focus on the Lutheran vision of the educational task that we are all engaged in versus the theological principles themselves. The paper reinforced in me the profound sense of gratitude for being part of this tradition that had been rekindled a few weeks earlier at a conference at Notre Dame University which examined how the faith traditions of several different denominations were embodied in their institutions of higher education. We are fortunate as faculty and administrators in Lutheran colleges and universities to have a religious tradition whose core ideas and values are so well suited to the business of higher education—that require no compromise on the part of either faith or reason.

But what I did not get, or at least didn’t think I got, from the presentation were the words and expressions that I could actually imagine myself using in conversations with prospective students or faculty. I still had work to do. Maybe that is exactly what one wants from a keynote presentation, but for a moment I felt like a disappointed student who has just discovered that the questions on the exam couldn’t be answered by simply regurgitating the class notes. I then thought, “What can I make out of this paper?”

As a start, I came up with a way to identify or at least recognize what would be useful to me. The core ideas, and their expression, had to pass what I’ll call the “alumni magazine test,” not to be confused with the “college viewbook test.” This notion came to me as I was reflecting on my last year of college, which was spent at Santa Clara University. This was the fifth Catholic college I had attended, and the one that, from my point of view as a student, had the clearest sense of identity. It seemed to me that practically every student and faculty member there knew what a “Jesuit” education was. It meant intellectual rigor, which included a sophisticated understanding of theology and philosophy; openness to new ideas and artistic expressions; a generally lusty appreciation for secular culture; and a strong commitment to service and justice.

And the reason I think this wasn’t just a hazy recollection which I have embellished over the years is that you can still see these themes expressed in the “letters to the editor” section of the alumni magazine as the writers take on alumni authors, or each other, over whether this or that idea “belongs” in a Jesuit University. They don’t agree on the logical implications of or on what is an appropriate expression of a Jesuit education, but they frame their arguments around the same core set of concepts. I thought, “Why couldn’t we achieve that for Lutheran higher education?” We’ve got about the same number of institutions that the Jesuits do and an equally rich theological heritage.

What would our core “alumni magazine” concepts be? We’d be limited to three, since that’s all anyone could retain, and they would have to be ideas that faculty and students of whatever religious persuasion could easily claim and articulate to each other. So I made my “short list” from my growing collection of pieces on Lutheran higher education. I rejected paradox and the two kingdoms at one end for being too esoteric and therefore inaccessible to the particular audiences I needed to address and the other end for being not exclusive enough. I think we express the religious heritage of our colleges most tangibly in worship and the many rituals which often include prayer that are at the center of our community life. But this doesn’t strike me as distinctively Lutheran either. What I ended up with were freedom, gift and vocation—the three themes in our keynote paper. I decided they were useful.

While the last two were easy choices, it is the first—freedom—that I found most challenging. For me, the central idea in Lutheran theology is that we are justified by grace alone—which is God’s gift freely given to us, an expression of love wholly unearned on our part. The notion that our worth as human beings, children of God, is not determined by anything we do is tremendously liberating—especially for academics like ourselves who are constitutionally achievement oriented—but it is not so obviously related to what we do for a living.

In his paper Professor Christenson points out one of the relevant consequences: that is, that faculty and students in Lutheran colleges are free to investigate any aspect of
knowledge or creation with openness and integrity. While faculty who apply to teach at CLU probably just assume this is the case, this concept of intellectual and religious freedom could be tremendously useful in explaining “Lutheran-ness” to them. The idea that in a Lutheran college, there are no assumptions, ideas, or claims to ultimacy that cannot be questioned, that education is valuable in itself, that it is a worthy endeavor to learn about, discuss, and debate everything in God’s creation, helps place us within a continuum of church-affiliated colleges. We are midway between those who either deny parts of culture or who use education to “Christianize” or transform it—Calvin College, Wheaton, Pepperdine, for example—and those for whom faith and reason exist in entirely separate spheres and never encounter each other.

The idea that it is appropriate to challenge all claims to ultimacy is also helpful. It requires a stance of humility on our part and the recognition that, given the vastness of the unknown, even the sophisticated scholar can be wrong. I think it is easier for academics to accept critiques of the ultimacy of materialism or any aspect of culture—most of us are pretty good at it, actually—than it is for us to critique our own overt and subtle orthodoxies. At the conference I attended at Notre Dame this summer, I was struck by the comments from a Lutheran woman who was a faculty member at Wheaton College. She said she had never felt as “free” as she did at Wheaton College. What I think she meant was that, despite the fact that at Wheaton she does not have full academic freedom, she feels freer to express her conservative, evangelical brand of Christianity there than in other academic settings where it isn’t “correct.”

The concept of freedom could also be useful in encounters with students who are taken aback by their religion professor’s critical approach to Biblical literature or with the cranky pastor who says “how can you call yourself a Lutheran (or Christian) college when you (fill in the blank: host a woman’s forum on campus by Planned Parenthood, hold an event that appears to condone homosexuality, etc.)? It is useful to be able to explain that it is not the absence of religion or the absence of Christianity that allows us to do those things, but rather our particular expression of Christian freedom. Now I’m a bit worried about that modifier “Christian” because it can so easily be misunderstood, and it is candidly not one that would roll off my tongue, but I also think that we should not completely abdicate our claim to it to more conservative Christian groups.

Maybe this is a bigger deal in California than elsewhere. Let me offer two examples. I’m often asked why we don’t belong to the California Christian College group, why I don’t attend their Dean’s meetings, or why we don’t appear in the magazine mailer they sponsor that is sent to thousands of college-going high school students each year. That’s when I give my “we’re not like those colleges” speech. Does that mean we are not a Christian college?

A more significant instance of the “Christian” problem occurred a couple of years ago. In the course of adopting our new mission statement, we found ourselves in the middle of an unexpected and passionate debate on the floor of our annual Convocators meeting. Some vocal representatives of our constituent church bodies were not content to have CLU’s heritage described as just Lutheran. They felt that the word Christian needed to be in the mission statement to make a stronger, clearer statement. Ironically, while Southern California pastors didn’t think Lutheran was good enough on its own (these people understand firsthand the marketing challenge), the faculty, especially non-Christians, were equally as adamant that Christian should not be in there. They had come to understand what Lutheran meant and to affirm it, but they were exceedingly leery about the connotations Christian would have. We ended up compromising on “rooted in the Lutheran tradition of Christian faith . . .”

While the concept of freedom helps us understand why the intellectual climate on Lutheran college campuses can be both intellectually open and stimulating and perfectly Christian, I think it is the twin concepts of gift and vocation that speak most directly to our distinctive calling as Lutheran colleges.

It is useful for those of us who are faculty and academic administrators at Lutheran colleges to think of our job as helping our students recognize the gifts they have and to nurture them. As faculty, we do this relatively effortlessly for the students whose gifts are obvious because it is so rewarding for us to do that. I think we also do rather well with the students whose gifts are not apparent at all. At CLU we identify them in advance because they have been admitted by a special committee, and both faculty and academic support staff work hard to figure out what gifts there are to work with in each one and to make something out of them. These students provide some of our best success stories.
But it’s the vast majority of our students in the middle that are the challenge—especially given that the academic setting is so “works-oriented.” I still cringe when I recall an encounter I had a year or so ago with a former student who confessed to me at the end of the reception we were attending that she was embarrassed to come up and talk to me because she had been such an undistinguished student as an undergraduate. She was in a Ph.D. program in psychology, and she needed some assistance in finding internships in California. She obviously had gifts. But, for that moment, her consciousness of them evaporated as she looked at me and saw herself reflected back as a “C student.”

There are faculty—I can name them on my campus—who find a way to help many students recognize their gifts, and they do it without giving students grades they don’t deserve. They are the “mentors” who make all the difference at a critical point in a student’s life and whom students remember for the rest of their lives. We had them; we can name them. For most of us, though, it requires constant effort to maintain that kind of consciousness and to do the hard one-on-one work that noticing and nurturing gifts requires. We could foster that consciousness by claiming it as part of our Lutheran heritage.

The clearest connection between our heritage and our occupation, however, it the concept of vocation—that we are called to use our freedom and our gifts to serve God and our neighbor. I’ve heard Mark Edwards quoted as saying that “Lutheran colleges should be vocational schools . . . in the sense of being a place where students discover that life has a calling.”

I think that Lutheran colleges should be vocational schools in both senses of the word. On the one hand, we must prepare students for meaningful work and not eschew that effort as something that is beneath us, as liberal arts colleges, or is someone else’s job. In fact, the study of the liberal arts offers the best preparation for all careers, but we must ensure that we actually instill those habits of mind in all, or nearly all, of our students and that we help them make connections between the disciplines we teach and the world of work.

More importantly, though, Lutheran colleges should instill in students a sense that their lives have meaning beyond the work they do and that they have an obligation to make a meaningful contribution to the world around them. I think faculty at small liberal arts colleges intuitively grasp the concept of vocation, whether they use the word or not. It’s what motivates them to give so much of themselves to their students. But it is also a concept that is distinctively Lutheran.

These three concepts—freedom, gift, vocation—clearly do not fully define Lutheran higher education or the vocation of a Lutheran college. The theological tradition itself is so rich and complex and our colleges so varied that no single list can tell the whole story. The ideas themselves may not even be uniquely Lutheran. In fact, each can be expressed without any religious referent at all. But they’re ours and we should not only claim them, but use them.

We may not necessarily use these themes to market ourselves. The “viewbook test” is a different test, and our colleges are positioned differently in different markets. And they do not suffice as a mission statement. But they do offer a way for us to explain ourselves to prospective students and parents and, perhaps most importantly, to ourselves. At least they work for me.

It strikes me as very Lutheran that we seem to be constantly talking about and writing about what it means to be a Lutheran college without ever quite arriving at a definitive conclusion. There is also something very Jesuit about the high degree of self-consciousness in their institutions. But if we are going to retain our identity, we’ve got to be able to say something and to say it clearly enough for it to permeate faculty and student consciousness and to make a difference for those who choose to study at our institutions.

Even in the Lutheran hinterlands, you can talk about freedom, gifts, and vocation. The formulations will vary with the audience, but I could imagine myself telling prospective parents, students, and even faculty that as a Lutheran university, CLU is a place:

- where spirituality is considered an important part of a complete life and religion is viewed as a liberating, not a confining, reality;
- where we seek to free students from ignorance, fear, and from inhabiting too small a world to become all that they can be;
- where we help students discover their gifts and their worth;
* and where we encourage them to use their gifts wisely and consciously to build a more humane and compassionate world.

If we tell students that this is what they can expect from a CLU education, and if our faculty and administrators really make these things happen, then, in the process, we will be both strengthening our identity and fulfilling our vocation as a Lutheran college.
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Otherwise

David Wee

Opening Convocation, St. Olaf College
September 3, 1997

Last Saturday morning I drove from Northfield to the Minneapolis airport, and on the way, especially out on highway 19, passed dozens of cars bringing you first-year students to campus. It was wonderful. Car after car, van after van, stuffed to the ceiling with clothes, wicker baskets, plants, small furniture, the occasional carpet roll sticking out the side window. Best of all were the faces: Mom and Dad with mixtures of pride and sadness; you students, eyes wide with anticipation, excitement, sometimes fear; a few of you snoring away in the passenger seat. I loved it – at last you were coming.

I remembered the first day of college for my three children, and the outpouring of good advice with which I wanted to shower them on the drive to college. My own father had given me sage advice when he took me to college, and when our oldest child Rebecca was ready to go, so was I, with the accumulated wisdom of my years of teaching, well rehearsed and ready to deliver. She was coming to St. Olaf and we lived only two minutes away, so I had the advice reduced to a few precious pearls. She must have known. At the last minute she announced that her boyfriend was taking her and her stuff to college, and he did.

Four years later it was Jonathan’s turn, and he picked Luther College. I thought, Yes! A three-hour drive! I could unlock my word-hoard, embellish each point with literary allusions, humorous anecdotes, quotations from Oscar Wilde and Yogi Berra. Jonathan, too, must have known. Shortly before college began he bought a motorcycle, and Karen and I drove down to Decorah in a car filled with his stuff, Jonathan on his motorcycle in the rear-view mirror, grinning like Peter Fonda.

Allison, our youngest, bless her, understood. By the time she was ready to enter St. Olaf we had moved closer to campus, only 90 seconds away by car. She let me drive, and she let me speak. If she hadn’t you would all be hearing that speech tonight. But this is a different time, and a different audience, and I have other things to say.

Several years ago, after I thanked a colleague, now retired (but here tonight), for his Opening Convocation address, he said, “Well, it’s an assignment that ruins your summer.” This assignment hasn’t exactly ruined my summer, but it...